I love you, Peter’s great creation,
I love your view of stern and grace,
The Neva wave’s regal procession,
The grayish granite of her bank’s…
A. Pushkin
City tour
Enjoy the magic atmosphere of Saint-Petersburg city
and find out a lot of interesting facts about its history
and culture.
During the city tour you will see a lot of world-famous
sights: Savior on the Blood Cathedral, Kazan Cathedral,
St. Isaac's Cathedral, Palace Square and the Hermitage,
Peter and Paul Fortress. You will see the fascinating
views of Neva river and smaller rivers and canals. The
route goes across Nevsky prospect to the Palace Square,
then to the Spit of Vasilievsky Island and Hare Island.
You will make a lot of photo stops during the tour and
enjoy walking around the historical city centre.
Tour duration - 4 hours.
Price – 40 EUR


English-speaking guide service



Bus service

PETEHOF+PUSHKIN

During this tour you will visit two beautiful palaces in the
suburbs of Saint-Petersburg.
Peterhof Grand Palace and Park are located to the south
from the city.
The complex was built by the order of Peter the Great, to be
the official summer residence of the Romanov's family.
The picturesque Lower park counts 114 various fountains
ans 3 large cascades.
Peterhof is usually compared by it's beauty and luxury to the
Versailes Palace in France.
Catherine's Palace is located in the town of Pushkin, formerly known as Tsarskoe Selo.
It was started in 1717 as a small residence during the reign
of the Empress Catherine I, but has got it's final shape
almost 40 years later, by the order of the Empress Elizaveta
Petrovna. The palace interiors host the world famous Amber
room (Amber Chamber),
that was completely restored to it's historical look.
Tour duration - 09:00 - 18:00
Price – 128 EUR



Tour includes internal visits to Peterhof Grand
Palace and Catherine's Palace in Pushkin, and visits to Lower park in Peterhof and Catherine's Park
in Pushkin



Price includes all entrance tickets, roundtrip
transfer and the assistance of English-speaking
guide.



Price includes Lunch in restaurant.

HERMITAGE
One of the largest and oldest museums of the world, the
Hermitage was founded in 1764 by
Catherine the Great and open to the public in 1852. Nowadays the collection of the Hermitage
museum includes more than three million works of art and
artifacts of the world culture.
Paintings, graphic works, sculptures and works of the applied arts, archaeological finds and numismatic
material are among them. One whole day is not even enough
to see the half of the rich collections.
During our tour you will visit the splendid Gala Rooms of
the Winter Palace and the collection of
Western European art, which is regarded as one of the finest
in the world. The collection includes
numerous works by outstanding masters from Italy, Spain,
Holland, Flanders, France, England, Germany.
Tour duration - 4 hours.
Price – 43 EUR



English-speaking guide service



Bus service



Entrance fee

NIGHT TOUR
St. Petersburg is known as "Venice of the North" for its numerous rivers and canals
decorated with beautiful bridges. Actually, it is the "City of
the bridges" with a total
number of 342 in its historical part, including 22 draw
bridges across the Neva River.
During this tour you will see the most magnificent and elegant bridges in the world like
the Palace, the Trinity, and the Foundry Bridges drawn at
night...
Summer is the best period of St. Petersburg, known for its
White Nights, when the sun
doesn’t simply go deep enough beyond the horizon for the
sky to get dark.
The deliciously soft quality of the midnight sunlight is perfect for enjoying the beauty
of St Petersburg’s architecture and illuminated bridges. You
will have a chance to enjoy
this romantic atmosphere driving along impressive old
buildings and palaces at night,
watching a raising of the gorgeous bridges and ships passing
under….
Tour duration - 3 hours
Price – 45 EUR



English-speaking guide service



Bus service

